S tructural length scales in self-assembly are specified by building block sizes, and the length and timescales of the underlying force fields 1 . Under appropriate dynamics, these translate towards higher hierarchical levels with emergent properties. Increased structural and functional complexity occur in systems with competing and synergistic interactions that interface on multiple levels, but the resulting energy landscapes become nontrivial and hard to navigate for rational material design. Ultimately, though, simple design rules based on kinetic pathway guidance need to be devised to establish well-defined structure formation pathways and reliably program new hierarchical materials with useful functionality 2 .
S tructural length scales in self-assembly are specified by building block sizes, and the length and timescales of the underlying force fields 1 . Under appropriate dynamics, these translate towards higher hierarchical levels with emergent properties. Increased structural and functional complexity occur in systems with competing and synergistic interactions that interface on multiple levels, but the resulting energy landscapes become nontrivial and hard to navigate for rational material design. Ultimately, though, simple design rules based on kinetic pathway guidance need to be devised to establish well-defined structure formation pathways and reliably program new hierarchical materials with useful functionality 2 .
For molecular systems, the sequence-specific recognition of DNA duplexes provides a powerful platform to program intricate two-and three-dimensional nanostructures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] with emergent functionalities [8] [9] [10] . Combination with synthetic polymers has allowed the design of self-assemblies and hydrogels, and homogeneous hydrogels formed solely through duplexes have been reported [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, self-assembly in all-DNA systems (that is, without using large polymer or colloid building blocks 9, [17] [18] [19] ) remains difficult to transduce from duplex formation through additional hierarchical levels to the macroscale because hybridization-driven structuration slows down on larger length scales 7, 20, 21 . This limitation requires the identification of mesoscale interactions, orthogonal to hybridization, and operating quickly on larger length scales, to drive additional mesostructuration and form all-DNA materials structured hierarchically from the sequence to the macroscopic level 7 .
Unlike DNA, self-assembly in the world of synthetic polymers relies on an entirely different concept and uses phase separation to induce mesostructuration [22] [23] [24] . Thermoresponsive polymers that exhibit lower critical solution temperatures (LCSTs) are important for switchable self-assemblies or hydrogels, which enables applications from tissue engineering to photonics and actuators 24-29 . Whereas an increasing success has been realized for hierarchical design on larger length scales 24, 28 , the recent progress towards sequence-controlled synthetic polymers has not yet translated into similar programmability, addressability and structural complexity offered by DNA assembly 30 .
Here, we integrate the self-assembly paradigms from these two worlds into all-DNA self-assembling systems. We demonstrate that combining reversible phase separation with hybridization enables a fast and efficient, kinetically controlled formation of addressable and hierarchical all-DNA micro-and macrostructures. At the core of our approach is the critical discovery that purine-containing single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequences undergo phase separation during heating, similar to LCST-type polymers. Orchestration of these antagonistic interactions, phase separation at high temperature and hybridization at low temperature, using controlled heating pathways adds mesoscale structural layers to all-DNA self-assembly. We combine both effects into multiblock-type ssDNAs that feature sequences coding for phase separation and hybridization, and reveal how balancing the competing interactions enables structuration on hierarchical length scales. Using single-step heating ramps, we showcase our concept for the formation of addressable homogeneous and core-shell microgels, as well as capsules, that consist only of DNA. We further demonstrate control over their physical state and present examples of protocell-like DNA capsules that entrap a liquid DNA core in a hydrogel DNA shell. We also illustrate the potential for all-DNA materials design with the assembly of addressable multicompartment and cellular DNA hydrogels. Finally, we reach to new functionality with the design of thermoplasmonic DNA/gold nanoparticle (Au-NP) protocell-like delivery particles, which eject their genetic content on laser actuation. Figure 1 summarizes the process from ssDNA synthesis to hierarchical superstructure assembly. The integration of phase separation and duplex hybridization requires ssDNAs with blocky architectures, defined length and compositional control. We synthesized these utilizing rolling circle amplification (RCA) 31
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Pathway-controlled formation of mesostructured all-DNA colloids and superstructures
Rémi Merindol 1 , Sebastian Loescher 2 , Avik Samanta 3 and Andreas Walther 4 * DNA has traditionally been used for the programmable design of nanostructures by exploiting its sequence-defined supramolecular recognition. However, control on larger length scales or even hierarchical materials that translate to the macroscale remain difficult to construct. Here, we show that the polymer character of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) can be activated via a nucleobase-specific lower critical solution temperature, which provides a unique access to mesoscale structuring mechanisms on larger length scales. We integrate both effects into ssDNA multiblock copolymers that code sequences for phase separation, hybridization and functionalization. Kinetic pathway guidance using temperature ramps balances the counteracting mesoscale phase separation during heating with nanoscale duplex recognition during cooling to yield a diversity of complex all-DNA colloids with control over the internal dynamics and of their superstructures. Our approach provides a facile and versatile platform to add mesostructural layers into hierarchical all-DNA materials. The high density of addressable ssDNA blocks opens routes for applications such as gene delivery, artificial evolution or spatially encoded (bio)materials. and, critically, avoided in situ crystallization of MgP 2 O 7 (using pyrophosphatase) to prevent complexation with ssDNA, which suppresses the so-called nanoflowers (Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Overall, RCA provides tailor-made starting materials for the scale up and simplification of self-assembled all-DNA materials 16, 32, 33 .
The foundation of this work rests on the discovery and comprehensive elucidation of a new composition-dependent heatinduced phase separation of ssDNA. For double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), it is known that isothermal dsDNA compaction requires counterions of trivalent or higher charge 34 . Few reports discuss the temperature-promoted phase separation of dsDNA, and they explain it via strand displacement, interduplex bridges or triplex formation [35] [36] [37] . However, we focus on ssDNA, for which such mechanisms cannot apply, and we show that LCST considerations familiar from synthetic polymers 26 can explain the behaviour. LCST systems can be distinguished into two main categories: many neutral polymers, such as poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide), majorly expel the water on heating, which results in solid particles that flocculate, whereas polyelectrolytes often form hydrated coacervates [38] [39] [40] . Our experiments suggest that ssDNA phase separation belongs to the coacervate group (Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
First, we focus on the effect of composition on the LCST behaviour using four multiblock ssDNAs, each of which contains 20-base runs of one of the four DNA nucleobases ( Table 1 ). The two main sequences relevant for this work are p(A 20 -i) and p(T 20 -j), but in the interest of a broader perspective, we also synthesized p(G 20 -l) and p(C 20 -l). All ssDNAs contain additional barcode sequences (i, j, k and l) to bind functional units or dyes.
Both purine-rich p(A 20 -i) and p(G 20 -l) phase separate at a high temperature in the presence of 50 mM Mg 2+ (magnesium acetate (MgAc 2 )), as indicated by the appearance of scattering in ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra ( Fig. 2b,d ). The phase separation is reversible for p(A 20 -i), but not for p(G 20 -l), which is probably due to G-quadruplex formation preventing the re-dissolution of the DNA-rich phase on cooling. In contrast, pyrimidine-rich p(T 20 -j) or p(C 20 -l) do not phase separate at high temperatures ( Fig. 2c,e ). These results unambiguously confirm that the phase separation of ssDNA at high temperatures is bound to large purine contents. Due to its easy synthesis and absence of kinetically trapped aggregates during cooling, below we focus on adenine-containing structures (with their thymine partners) to explore the parameter space for the phase-separation behaviour and possibilities for structuration.
Phase separation in polymers depends on the degree of polymerization 26 . This complies with our results on ssDNA. Neither pure A 20 nor single A 20 -l phases separate, but ligated p(A 20 -l) oligomers do ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Correspondingly, RCA products p(A 20 -i) with a decreased length, obtained by thermal cleavage, present systematically increased cloud point temperatures (T cp ) and remain soluble below ~100 nucleobases ( Fig. 2f and Supplementary Notes 1 and 3). Moreover, specifically synthesized, narrowly dispersed polyadenine homopolymers of widely different lengths fully confirm this trend and allow us to place the critical length for phase segregation to ~75-100 nucleobases at 50 mM Mg 2+ (Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). In the following, we routinely Supplementary Fig. 1 ). c Synthesized via ligation rather than RCA, because RCA cannot be performed due to the strong CG base pairing (and their unusually high content).
use ssDNA with approximately 1,000 nucleobases to facilitate the handling and accelerate the dynamics during heating ramps. Finally, we discuss the influence of counterions. Not surprisingly, p(A 20 -i) does not show a T cp in Mg 2+ -free TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH = 8) due to the electrostatic stabilization from the phosphate backbone. The LCST-type behaviour starts to occur with T cp ≈ 75 °C at 17.5 mM Mg 2+ , which decreases to T cp ≈ 40 °C at 100 mM Mg 2+ (Fig. 2g ). Exchange to CaCl 2 leads to similar reversible phase transitions, but with T cp s typically 10 °C lower than that for MgAc 2 , down to human body temperature. Larger earth metals (BaCl 2 or SrCl 2 ) do not lead to temperature-induced phase separation (≤ 100 mM), whereas transition metals (ZnCl 2 or MnCl 2 ) induce aggregation at room temperature (≥ 20 mM). Only 10 mM MgAc 2 is necessary to trigger p(G 20 -l) phase separation at 65 °C, whereas both p(T 20 -j) and p(C 20 -l) remain soluble up to 500 mM MgAc 2 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
To summarize, selective ssDNA phase separation is due to a hydrophilic/hydrophobic transition controlled by composition, length and counterions, as is common for LCST-type polymers. Though non-specific charge screening plays a role, specific interactions between the counterions and the purine residues, such as between the Mg 2+ /Ca 2+ hydration shell with the N7 residue (red in Fig. 2a ), and dehydration at high temperatures also need to be considered 41, 42 . Mg 2+ is known to bind preferably to purine bases (G > A > C > U/T) 41 , which assists in a higher counterion binding and thus lowers the electrostatic stabilization. Additionally, purines feature increased intermolecular interactions to stabilize a collapsed form, such as increased π-stacking (ten versus six aromatic electrons in pyrimidines), as well as non-canonical purine/purine hydrogen bonding (for example, G-quadruplexes and parallel duplexes) 43, 44 .
Metastable all-DNA microgels via pathway selection
Focusing on multiblock ssDNAs that contain large proportions of oppositely behaving adenine and thymine repeats, we developed rational design strategies to trap kinetically the complex microparticle architectures. The process generally involves heating 0.05-0.9 g l -1 ssDNA solutions to 95 °C for five minutes, before cooling to room temperature (at 3 °C s -1 ). Such heating cycles are quick (about eight minutes) and structures formed via phase separation during the heating can be trapped by an appropriate hybridization during cooling. This results in metastable microparticles with architectures determined by the sequence of self-assembly transitions and the synchronization of the dynamics of both events. The tunable T cp of the pA-rich ssDNA, as well as the adjustable melting temperature, T m , of the involved complementary sequences allow tunability of both events. Post-functionalization with fluorescent oligomers (Atto 488 -i* and Atto 565 -j*) visualizes the compartments containing the barcode domains (i and j) in confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).
The first strategy exploits the addition of a palindromic (selfcomplementary) XL sequence into p(A 20 -i), which results in p(A 20 -i-XL). The XL runs serve to freeze the DNA-rich phase formed at high temperature during its cooling ( Fig. 3a) . Hence, they are designed with T m(XL) ≈ 69 °C, above the T cp of ~60 °C (at 50 mM Mg 2+ ) of p(A 20 -i-XL), which itself is slightly above that of pure p(A 20 -i) (45 °C) due to an overall lower pA content (Fig. 3b ). Important differences can be observed after heating p(A 20 -i-XL) to Supplementary Fig. 1 )) (f) and as a function of counterion concentration (MgAc 2 and CaCl 2 ) (g). Solid and dotted lines are guides to the eye. The upturns at low molecular weight and low MgAc 2 and CaCl 2 concentrations represent the absence of cloud points below 100 bases and at low salinity (Supplementary Notes 3 and 4). a.u., arbitrary units. different temperatures during the ramps (Fig. 3c ). Heating to 55 °C, thus below the T cp , does not result in defined structures. The ssDNA remains dissolved, and the palindromic sequences form intramolecular loops. Structures appear on reaching the T cp (60 °C), but they remain ill-defined until the temperature reaches the T m(XL) (69 °C) of the palindromic domains, at which duplex exchange dynamics and melting allow for a reorganization of the aggregates. This leads to the formation of spheres due to the minimization of interfacial energy. On cooling, the rehybridization of the XL domains (fast) occurs at temperatures above the dissolution (slow) of the phasesegregated particles, and thereby leads to persistent intermolecular duplex crosslinks, which trap the DNA microparticles before the system returns to the miscibility domain. This strategy forms homogeneous DNA microgels, and mostly serves to shed light on mechanistic details and kinetic balances. Critically, these and all the colloids below remain trapped in their metastable configuration for months, but can be dissolved to the individual ssDNA strands by removing MgAc 2 and heating (Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
The second strategy opens the design space towards a higher structural complexity by using binary systems based on p(A 20 -i) and p(T 20 -j). These lack palindromic sequences, but are heterocomplementary in the A 20 and T 20 runs (Fig. 3d ). and − T cp (pA i) 20 of ~15 °C is important for arresting the dynamics of the A 20 /T 20 duplex exchange before p(A 20 -i) starts to resolubilize. Both trapping strategies can also be merged into a binary self-hybridizing system, p(A 20 -i-XL)/p(T 20 -j-XL), which results in core-shell microgels with a double gel structure, crosslinked within the core and the shell via palindromic sequences and via A 20 /T 20 duplexes at the interface (Fig. 3f) .
A key advantage of our systems is the selective addressability and functionalization of the individual compartments, which we routinely exploit for CLSM by binding fluorescent oligomers to the barcode domains (i, j, k and l). The degree of functionalization can be controlled stoichiometrically, as the bound fluorescent dye-barcodes* equal the used ratio of dye-barcode*/barcode and level off once all the barcodes are saturated (Fig. 3g ). Under appropriate kinetics, it is even possible to post-compartmentalize homogeneous colloids with spatial functionalities (Fig. 3h ). For instance, p(A 20 -i-XL) microgels allow a comparably slow diffusion of dye-barcodes*, and can thus be post-compartmentalized into bifluorescent core-shell microgels via sequential hybridization of 0.2 equiv. Atto 488 -i* (green) and 0.8 equiv. Atto 647 -i* (red) addressing the same barcode sequences.
Overall, all of these examples set the scene to design and control metastable, hierarchical and all-DNA microparticles with complex architectures and controlled dynamics (liquid/gel) and to functionalize them using different strategies. The average particle size is controlled by the DNA concentration (Fig. 4a,b ). Larger particles form at higher concentrations, which is reminiscent of the binodal decomposition characterized by a nucleation and growth process. Yet, as is inherent to phase-separation processes, it is not easily possible to control the dispersity.
Of particular importance is the ability to control the physical state of the final core-shell microgels as elucidated by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments for p(A 20 -i-XL)/ p(T 20 -j-XL) and p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) ( Fig. 4c,d) . The crosslinked p(A 20i-XL)/p(T 20 -j-XL) cores and shells show no fluorescence recovery within the exposed area after a single photobleaching step ( Fig. 4c and Supplementary Video 1). In striking contrast, the p(A 20 -i)/ p(T 20 -j) core-shell microgels display near-simultaneous bleaching of the irradiated and the non-irradiated core halves of single particles and repeated photobleaching leads to a stepwise bleaching of the full particle core ( Fig. 4d and Supplementary Video 2). This confirms a liquid-like dynamic within the cores. The shells only undergo photobleaching in the irradiated area, which confirms their duplex-based hydrogel state. Such liquid/gel particles feature an intriguing morphology with liquid DNA encapsulated under a high osmotic pressure inside a solid DNA hydrogel shell-being a much sought-after architecture in protocell research and, to date, difficult to prepare with other means 45, 46 .
capsule formation
Core-shell microgels form when p(T 20 -j) coats the phase-separated p(A 20 -i) cores well above their dissolution temperature, so that DNA-rich p(A 20 -i) phases remain kinetically trapped during cooling due to the frozen A 20 /T 20 duplex shells (T m > T cp ). We hypothesized that a larger morphological diversity might be accessible by matching T cp and T m . To address this challenge, we exploited the fact that the hybridization of p(A 20 -i) with ssDNA oligomers (i* or Atto 488 -i*) increases the − ∕ T cp ((pA i) i ) * 20 close to the T m(i/i*) located at 64 °C (Fig. 5b,e ). This is because i/i* duplexes stabilize p(A 20 -i) against phase separation until the melting of i/i*. As the altered 20 20 of 60 °C of the duplexes that stabilize the shell, the re-dissolution of the p(A 20 -i) cores (structure loss) and hybridization on the surface (structure formation) dur- ing cooling superimpose closely. Strikingly, the high dynamics of both processes lead to the selective formation of hollow capsules, which appear orange in the CLSM image due to co-localization of the red-and green-emitting Atto 488 -i* and Atto 565 -j*, respectively, for p(A 20 -i) and p(T 20 -j), and corroborated by a collapsed character in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 5c,d) .
To understand whether the core material (p(A 20 -i)) ends up in a thicker shell or is released into the solution, we measured the amount of fluorescent Atto 488 -i* trapped inside the capsules and compared it to the standard core-shell microgels above ( Fig. 5f and Supplementary Note 6). Indeed, only substoichiometric amounts of Atto 488 -i* are found for the capsules, which confirms that some p(A 20 -i) escapes from the phase-segregated particles and is removed with its Atto 488 -i* partners during purification (details and further gel electrophoresis (GEP) of the supernatant are given in Supplementary Fig. 6 ). This demonstrates that subtle effects in balancing T m and T cp can lead to unforeseen, but defined, morphologies, which further broadens the possibilities for all-DNA microcompartment design.
Supraparticulate assemblies and cellular hydrogels
Beyond using the addressable barcodes for fluorescent labelling, we next capitalize on their presence for constructing supraparticulate assemblies and materials (Supplementary Note 7). We first realized supraparticulate structures by functionalization (and fluorescent labelling) of two fractions of p(A 20 -i-XL) microgels with complementary oligomers (i*-R 1 and i*-R 1 * (Fig. 6a) ). Subsequent mixing at room temperature leads to millimetre-scale aggregates that consist of thousands of particles held together by R/R* hybridization (Fig. 6b ). Core-satellite structures or aggregates with tuned size ratios are accessible by adjusting the ratio and sizes of the particles mixed together (Fig. 6c ). This demonstrates that the diversity of the DNA-driven colloid assembly known in literature 6, 47, 48 will be applicable to advance the present supraparticulate assembly strategies in the future.
Another unique feature of these metastable microgels is the heat-induced dynamization of the DNA crosslinks that stabilize the microgels. This can be used to create new types of unusual cellular hydrogel, as demonstrated for p(A 20 -i-XL)/p(T 20 -k-XL) particles. After compaction of the core-shell microgels using centrifugation, simple temperature treatments (60 °C) sinter them together, which finally leads to microgels that adapt a space-filling pattern (Fig. 6d ,e, Supplementary Note 7 and Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Setting the temperature slightly below the T m(XL) of 69 °C prevents full melting, but realizes sufficient dynamics for the XL reorientation. This strategy enables the design of cellular hydrogels that can easily be decorated with functional groups within the compartments.
Light-responsive ternary DNA/Au-NP hybrid colloids
A development of pathways for remote and spatiotemporal manipulation would promote the level of functionality and enable, for example, the on-demand release of ssDNA. We focused on the integration of light triggers by co-assembling spherical Au-NPs (R = 10 nm (Supplementary Note 8)) that serve as photothermal hotspots to melt DNA duplexes locally 49 . To embed the Au-NPs into the shell, we hypothesized that a surface coating with T 20 -HS (Au-T 20 -NPs) would allow us to replace p(T 20 -j) ssDNA partly or fully during the heating ramps. Indeed, Au-T 20 -NPs remain non-aggregated during the heating ramps ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). In combination with complementary p(A 20 -i-XL), p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) and p(A 20 -i) ssDNA, Au-T 20 -NPs systematically end up around, or co-assemble with, the A 20 -rich phase during heating ramps. Co-assembly with p(A 20 -i-XL) results in solid core-shell microgels in which the Au-NPs homogeneously localize on the surface during cooling (Fig. 6h) , whereas the addition to the non-self-crosslinking p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) binary system leads to core-shell hybrid protocells with liquid cores and hydrogel shells with entrapped Au-T 20 -NPs (Fig. 6g ). Finally, a complete exchange of the surface stabilizer p(T 20 -j) by Au-T 20 -NPs yields capsules stabilized by p(A 20 -i)/Au-T 20 -NP hybrid hydrogel shells (Fig. 6f) . Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Lines in f serve as a guide to the eye.
For proof-of-concept application, we elucidated the different responses to photothermal heating according to the particle architecture. On laser excitation near the plasmon absorption peak of the Au-T 20 -NPs (λ abs = 521 nm) in the CLSM, the solid p(A 20 -i-XL)/ Au-T 20 -NPs hybrid colloids undergo rapid thermoplasmonic heating. This melts the local XL-crosslinked microgel cores as well as the A 20 /T 20 duplexes that anchor the Au-NPs, which eventually results in the ejection of the Au-T 20 -NPs, which, in turn, stops the heating and self-limits the erosion to DNA material nearby (Fig. 6j ). More interestingly, towards the spatiotemporally controlled release of ssDNA (or genes in the long term) 16 , the core-shell microgels that entrap a liquid p(A 20 -i) core and are decorated with p(T 20 -j)/ Au-T 20 -NP shells display a localized capsule burst and release of the entrapped ssDNA (Fig. 6i) . The high osmotic pressure and high mobility of the encapsulated liquid DNA result in a release within seconds. Obviously, when equipped with near-infrared-absorbing Au nanorods to approach the transparent tissue window, such hybrids could be viable for the development of new therapeutic carriers that allow the light-triggered release of active molecules or genes deep within tissues 50, 51 .
conclusion
We discovered a new nucleobase-dependent LCST behaviour specific to ssDNA. By activating this polymer feature of DNA for DNA-based self-assembling systems, this work steps away from using classical hybridization as the main structuring tool and allows facile access towards larger length scales. We thereby provide a microstructuration platform that enables the controlled formation of hierarchical all-DNA micro-and macrostructures, without the need for moulds, templating colloids or complexing polyelectrolytes, by simply orchestrating the kinetics of antagonistic mesoscale phase separation and nanoscale hybridization events during heating . c, Asymmetric co-assemblies and core-satellite structures obtained by mixing particles of different size and with different ratios. Appropriate controls are presented in Supplementary Fig. 7. d, cycles. The processes are controlled and versatile, and yield a rich palette of complex metastable colloids, their superstructures up to a compartmentalized hydrogel level, and even incorporating means for external spatiotemporal modulation via thermoplasmonic effects in DNA/Au-NP protocells.
Simplicity is a key. The rational design principles for the facile and quick control over architecture and physicochemical properties, together with the high density of addressable sites for functionalization, makes it a platform of choice for applications that require mesostructural layers in DNA technology: prototypes of life-inspired materials, gene delivery, cell-free protein expression, in vitro evolution and spatially encoded hydrogels for biomaterials. Furthermore, the inherent compatibility of our system with aptamers, DNAzymes and strand displacement reactions will stir the design of multiresponsive, functional and out-of-equilibrium materials and systems, and bring them closer to ultimately mimic living entities 52, 53 . By merging the self-assembly paradigms of two fields (DNA and polymer sciences), we believe that our approach will cross-fertilize conceptual exchange, as well as self-assembly and materials design strategies, from researchers with backgrounds in DNA nanoscience, polymer science and soft matter in general. The insights for the phase separation of purine-based ssDNA provided herein motivate a closer inspection in future combining experiments, simulations and theory to arrive at a quantitative understanding. Beyond that, LCST phenomena similar to that introduced here could open new perspectives to understand the emergence of compartmentalization in the prebiotic RNA world and as a selection criterion in later evolutionary stages in the origin of life 45, 54 .
Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi. org/10.1038/s41565-018-0168-1.
Synthesis of circular ssDNA templates and RCA. The linear ssDNA template and ligation strand (Integrated DNA Technology) were mixed at 1 μ M in 100 μ l of TE buffer (Sigma Aldrich 10 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane pH = 8 and 1 mM EDTA) that contained 100 mM NaCl (Sigma Aldrich). The solution was heated to 85 °C for 5 min and cooled down to 25 °C at 0.01 °C s -1 . After hybridization, 20 μ l of 10 × commercial ligase buffer (500 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM MgCl 2 , 50 mM dithiothreitol and 10 mM ATP (Lucigen)), 70 μ l of water and 10 μ l of T4 DNA Ligase (2 U μ l -1 (Lucigen)) were introduced into the tube, gently mixed and left to react for 3 h at room temperature. The enzyme was then deactivated by heating the mixture for 20 min at 70 °C.
Then, 10 μ l of Exonuclease I (40 U μ l -1 (Lucigen)) and 10 μ l of Exonuclease III (200 U μ l -1 (Lucigen)) were introduced and the mixture left overnight at 37 °C to remove the ligation strands and non-circularized templates in solution. The enzymes were then deactivated by heating at 80 °C for 40 min. The templates were purified by filtration over Amicon Ultracentrifugal filters with a 10 kDa cut-off (Merck Millipore) and rinsed three times using 400 µ l of TE buffer in the same filter. The ssDNA concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop 2000 C (Fisher Scientific) and the solutions were diluted to 1 μ M using TE buffer.
For RCA, 5 μ l of the circularized template (1 μ M) were mixed with 76 μ l of ultrapure water, 1 μ l of exonuclease resistant primer (10 μ M in TE buffer), 10 μ l of commercial 10 × polymerase buffer (500 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 40 mM dithiothreitol, 100 mM MgCl 2 (Lucigen)), 2 μ l of Φ 29 DNA polymerase (10 U μ l -1 (Lucigen)), 1 μ l of inorganic pyrophosphatase (2 U μ l -1 (Lucigen)) and 5 μ l of an adjusted deoxyribose nucleoside 5′ -triphosphate mix (100 mM, the mix contains pure dATP, dTTP, dCTP and dGTP solutions mixed in proportions that correspond to the expected product composition (Jena Bioscience)). The samples were kept for 60 h at 30 °C before heat-induced cleavage for 15 min at 95 °C. The product was then purified by filtration over Amicon Ultracentrifugal filters with a 30 kDa cutoff (Merck Millipore) and rinsed three times using 400 μ l of TE buffer. The amount and purity of the ssDNA concentration were then measured using a NanoDrop 2000 C (Fisher Scientific). Supplementary Fig. 1 gives an overview of the process and GEP characterization of the starting materials.
Determination of T cp . Temperature-dependent UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Jasco V650 spectrophotometer coupled with a Huber Petite Fleur thermocontroller or on a ScanDrop (Jena Analytics) with Peltier heating. The DNA was diluted to ~0.06 g l -1 in TE buffer that contained 50 mM MgAc 2 (or the specified amount of corresponding divalent cation salt). Heating ramps were performed on 50 μ l of solution introduced in a 45 μ l Quartz cuvette (Hellma Analytics) and heated at 1 °C min -1 , and the extinction at 600 nm was recorded every 30 s. The T cp was determined as the onset of extinction increase at 600 nm.
General procedure for particle preparation. The particles were prepared by mixing the starting strands at the target concentration (typically 0.2 g l -1 ) in TE buffer. For the p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) or p(A 20 -i-XL)/p(T 20 -k-XL) particles, it is the concentration of the A 20 -containing strand that is taken into account, and the T 20 -containing strand was added in a 1:4 ratio compared to the A 20 -containing strand. The solution was then heated to 95 °C for 15 min for the homogenization and thermal reduction of the molecular weight (no phase separation). The solution was then supplemented with 50 mM MgAc 2 (for phase separation) and heated to 95 °C for 5 min with heating and cooling ramps of 3 °C s -1 . After particle formation, stoichiometric amounts of the corresponding fluorescent dye-barcode* oligomers (Atto 488 -i*, Atto 565 -j* and/or Atto 647 -k*) were added to the particle solution and left for 1 h at room temperature to hybridize with the particles before CLSM.
Quantification of the functionalization with Atto 488 -i*. To quantify the particlebound Atto 488 -i* (Fig. 3g) , we prepared two master DNA solutions of (1) the core-shell type of p(A 20 -i) at 0.13 g l -1 (that is, 10 μ M of the repeat sequence) mixed with p(T 20 -j) at 0.03 g l -1 (that is, 2.5 μ M of the repeat sequence) and (2) homogeneous microgels of p(A 20 -i-XL) at 0.17 g l -1 (that is, 10 μ M of the repeat sequence) in TE buffer, which we reduced in molecular weight and homogenized at 95 °C for 15 min. After splitting into six individual 10 μ l fractions, we added 50 mM MgAc 2 and formed the particles by heating the solutions for 5 min at 95 °C. After cooling, 10, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 300 pmol of Atto 488 -i* were added (which correspond to 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1, 2 and 3 equiv. of the i-barcode sites) and allowed to hybridize for 1 h. After cleaning via two cycles of centrifugation/re-dispersion in a TE buffer that contained 50 mM MgAc 2 to remove the excess of unbound Atto 488 -i*, the buffer was exchanged to 20 μ l of pure TE buffer (without Mg 2+ ). Reheating of the mixtures for 1 min to 95 °C dissolved the particles and allowed us to perform scattering-and quenching-free fluorescence spectroscopy to quantify the amount of hybridized fluorophore-ssDNA (Atto 488 -i*).
The samples were then diluted 50 times in TE buffer to prevent self-quenching and saturation before the fluorescence measurements on a Horiba Fluoromax-4 fluorometer using 45 μ l Quartz cuvettes (Hellma Analytics) with excitation at 480 nm (3 nm slit) and fluorescence recording between 500 and 600 nm (2 nm slit). We report the fluorescence maximum at 522 nm normalized by that obtained when 3 equiv. Atto 488 -i* were added (that is, full coverage of all barcode domains).
The values reported therefore correspond to the proportion of fluorescent dyebarcode* marker, Atto 488 -i*, that have bound to barcode sites i inside the particles.
Bifluorescent core-shell microgels prepared by sequential addition of dye-barcode* ssDNA conjugates. The particles in Fig. 3h originate from a solution of 0.1 g l -1 p(A 20 -i-XL). After a standard particle preparation protocol, 10 pmol of Atto 488 -i* were introduced to about a 10 μ l dispersion of p(A 20 -i-XL) microgels (~60 pmol of the i site). The dispersion was immediately and vigorously mixed by pipetting back and forth and left for 1 h at room temperature. Later, 50 pmol of Atto 647 -i* were added and the solution was mixed and left at room temperature for another hour before CLSM.
Photobleaching experiments. The particles were first imaged using a low intensity. Photobleaching was achieved using 100% intensity on both the 488 nm and 561 lines (≤ 10 mW in the focal plane). Photobleaching (6 s) was used for the solid p(A 20 -i-XL)/p(T 20 -k-XL) microgels to deplete the fluorescence fully in the region of interest. The liquid/solid core-shell p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) microgels were photobleached with repetitive single passes (1 s at each step) ( Supplementary Videos 1 and 2) . The data are presented in Fig. 4c,d. Formation of hollow capsules. The capsules were prepared by mixing 0.4 g l -1 p(A 20 -i) with 0.1 g L p(T 20 -j) in TE buffer (total volume 10 μ l) and heating the mixture to 95 °C for 15 min for homogenization and thermal reduction of the molecular weight. The solutions were then supplemented with 1 μ l of 1 M MgAc 2 (final concentration of 50 mM), as well as with stoichiometric amounts of Atto 488 -i* (3 μ l at 100 μ M, final concentration of 15 μ M) and Atto 568 -j* (0.6 μ l at 100 μ M, final concentration of 3 μ M) to saturate the barcode domains, and 5.6 μ l of TE buffer (final volume 20 μ l); the final concentrations of p(A 20 -i) and p(T 20 -j) were 0.2 g l -1 (15 μ M) and 0.05 g l -1 (3 μ M). The standard heating ramp with 5 min at 95 °C was then applied and the capsules were directly imaged with CLSM. The data are presented in Fig. 5 .
Quantification of the amount of trapped p(A 20 -i) in p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) particles.
Quantification of the trapped p(A 20 -i) from the particle-bound Atto 488 -i* (Fig. 5f ) relies on a protocol similar to the quantification of functionalization described above. To quantify the amount of p(A 20 -i) trapped inside p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) according to whether the Atto 488 -i* was introduced before (capsules) or after (core-shell) the heating ramp, we prepared a master solution of p(A 20 -i) at 0.13 g l -1 (that is, 10 μ M of repeat sequences) mixed with p(T 20 -j) at 0.03 g l -1 (that is, 2.5 μ M of repeat sequences) in TE buffer, heated it at 95 °C for 15 min (molecular weight reduction) and split this master solution into 12 individual 10 μ l fractions. Subsequently, for six of these we only added 0.5 μ l of 1 M MgAc 2 solution, whereas for the other six we also added 10, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 300 pmol of Atto 488 -i* (between 1 and 3 μ l of Atto 488 -i* at either 10 or 100 μ M master solution in TE buffer). We then ramped all 12 fractions to 95 °C for 5 min and cooled them down to room temperature. For the six samples without Atto 488 -i*, 10, 30, 60, 100, 200 and 300 pmol of Atto 488 -i* were added and the dispersions were left at room temperature for 1 h. After cleaning the particles with three cycles of centrifugation/ re-dispersion (12.5 krcf for 5 min (kcrf = kilo relative centrifugal force; TE buffer contained 50 mM MgAc 2 ) to remove free p(A 20 -i) and excess Atto 488 -i*, the particles were disassembled by adding 20 μ l of pure TE buffer and heating the mixtures for 1 min to 95 °C.
The samples were then diluted 50 times in TE buffer to prevent self-quenching and saturation before the fluorescence measurements on a Horiba Fluoromax-4 fluorometer using 45 μ l Quartz cuvettes (Hellma Analytics) with excitation at 480 nm (3 nm slit) and fluorescence recording between 500 and 600 nm (2 nm slit). We report the fluorescence maximum at 522 nm normalized by that obtained when 3 equiv. Atto 488 -i* are added (that is, full functionalization in the core-shell particles). The values plotted therefore correspond to the proportion of Atto 488 -i* bound to the p(A 20 -i) strands trapped inside the p(A 20 -i)/p(T 20 -j) particles, as the p(A 20 -i) in solution was washed away during the centrifugation step. The data confirm the escape of p(A 20 -i) to the solution by finding lower amounts of fluorophores in the capsules compared to the amounts in the core-shell microgels.
Hybridization-driven self-assembly for supracolloidal assemblies. Three batches of p(A 20 -i-XL) microgels that contained each 1 g l -1 (10 μ l), 0.2 g l -1 (50 μ l) or 0.1 g l -1 (100 μ l) were prepared as described above. All the volumes were set to 100 μ l with a TE buffer that contained 50 mM MgAc 2 . Tween 80 was introduced to a final concentration of 0.1 wt% to avoid the particles sticking to the tube wall. Each batch was split in two 45 μ l fractions which were each functionalized with 5 μ l of one of the two functionalization mixtures. The functionalization mixtures contained either 10 μ M Atto 488 -i* and 90 μ M i*-R 1 or 10 μ M Atto 647 -i* and 90 μ M i*-R 1 *. Multiparticle hydrogels were obtained by mixing the two complementary particle batches in a 1:1 ratio and core-satellite structures by mixing them in a 1:20 ratio and shaken overnight at room temperature. The data are presented in Fig. 6a-c. Cellular hydrogels. Cellular hydrogels were formed by two consecutive heating steps (Fig. 6d,e ). A batch of p(A 20 -i-XL)/p(T 20 -k-XL) particles at 0.2 g l -1 was prepared as described above in 50 mM MgAc 2 TE buffer. The particles were
